Where Samplers Rule
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February’s Sampler of the Month

Ann Rayner - 1839

First published as a kit
two decades ago, we were
thrilled to learn that this
reproduction from
Threads Through
Time is available today
as a chart ($20).

FROM WAKEFIELD, A SMALL TOWN
IN WEST YORKSHIRE COUNTY
ENGLAND

Below, the Belle Soie and
the Lakeside 40c linen
that we chose.

THREADS THROUGH TIME . . .

. . . such an appropriate name for these samplers that
endure through the ages. Ann Rayner’s sampler, enjoying
a resurgent popularity in today’s needlework world, was
stitched in 1839 in one of the towns included in the
Heavy Woolen District, perhaps the reason Ann stitched
her flock of sheep and all of her sampler using woolen
threads throughout. The reproduction is charted for
DMC, but we have conversions available for the silk of
your choice: Au Ver A’Soie, Belle Soie, or NPI. The 30c
fabric originally used in the reproduction is no longer
available, but today, 20 years later, we have so many
wonderful choices. The motifs that fill the bottom twothirds of this glorious sampler surely feature some of
everyone’s favorites.

AS FEBRUARY’S SAMPLER OF THE MONTH . . .

. . . you can save 15% on your purchase of the following:
Chart ($20) ~ linen (40c Lakeside with 2-inch margins
is $20) ~ Belle Soie ($143) ~ Au Ver A’Soie ($82.50) ~NPI
($88). Linen prices will vary depending on the count.

Above, chart photo. Below, left, Tanya’s stitched with NPI on 40c linen; below, right, Mary Louise’s
stitched on the original kit fabric with DMC. Thank you both for sharing your photos.

Porttitor mollis im perdiet libero
senec tus pulvinar. Etiam molestie
mauris ligula eget laoreet.
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THE ATTIC!
Attic Addict Specials

February, the month for our annual Nashville Market
Day, provides a great opportunity for me to show my
appreciation to this special group of Attic customers to thank
them for their support throughout the year. As an Attic Addict
during this “month of the heart,” save 15% on your purchase of
the following:
• One Nashville Market item of your choice
• All New Silk Colors Released in Nashville
• Essamplaire Kits & Threads Through Time charts
(if not in stock, we will order at your discount)
Saturday, February 27, Nashville Market Day This is
our biggest event of the year, and some of you travel from
neighboring states to be with us as we “take off the wraps” on
all of the best that’s new in our needlework world. Doors open
at 9 AM for our Attic Addict members and 10 AM for the
general public. You won’t want to miss it!
March 4 - 7 Our Annual Retreat in Sedona at the
Junipine Resort. Registration is full, waiting list only.
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Pre-Order Now

Classes
As shown on our Web site, Christy is planning future finishing
classes with The Goode Huswife’s “Book of Spells” and Historic
Stitch’s “Witch’s Hat Scissors Case.” Get your supplies now at
the class discount and get started so you will be ready for the
finishing classes. Class dates will be announced soon.

Thank you . . .
. . . for your continued interest in our eNewsletter ~ and for
your input about how we are presenting it. Because some of
you cannot receive attachments, sending a PDF file attachment
won’t be useful to all, so for now you will receive an e-mail with
a link to the latest eNewsletter on our Web site. Thanks for
your understanding.

Carriage House Samplings’ “Autumn at Hawk Run Hollow”
~Chart ($36) on 40c Lakeside linen with 2-inch margins ($29) or
over one on our exclusive hand-dyed 30c Desert Dunes ($17) ~ Valley
House Primitives’ frame, for the 40c size, $170.
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More coming from Nashville

I hope you’re ready to get your needles flyin’ ~ there are so many
wonderful new things coming your way. From GPA Designs:
“3 Baskets Stitcher’s Sewing Set” (chart,
$36) Pins & Floral Waxer Cameo are
special order, price available after
Nashville. Baskets are from Ikea.

“Blue Romance Sewing Set & Purse” (chart, $36) Blue Romance Pin Set will
be available at Nashville.

“A Basket for Kris ~
Stitcher’s Sewing
Set” ($38) dedicated
to the beloved Kris
Stott. Pin set will be
available
in
Nashville.

“D8 Sewing Purse & Set - Deruta by GPA” (chart $38), another in the
unique line inspired by the old majolica/pottery designs of Deruta art.
Deruta is a beautiful old Italian town full of history and art. The beautiful
majolica accoutrements will be available to bring home from Nashville.
Pre-order now so that you won’t be disappointed.
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Arriving in the shop soon next week from Blue Ribbon Designs, 3 fabulous new designs:
“Sweet Songs of Spring” ($14) shown below, on the left, framed, and finished as smalls, front and back.

“In My Heart” ($12), shown framed and finished as smalls.

And the piece de resistance, “Schoolgirl Samplings” ($16) The sampler verse suggests
the idea for the box: the outside of the box is the “land” and the inside is the “sea.”
What a wonderful design, Belinda!

I’m showing these scissors again because I forgot
to include the price: $15. Thank you, Karen.
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More of Nashville’s “Necessities” for Pre-Order
Three new designs (each $9) from Paulette/Plum Street Samplers, right to left, “The Queen’s Crowns” “The Queen’s Sampler - Elizabeth I” “Thirteen Owls”

From Wendy KC Designs, left to right, “Daisy Daisy Basket” with Thread Roll, Pin Cube, Ruler Holder & Scissors Fob ($18.50) and “Walled Garden Etui” ($16.50)

New from Embellishing Bits, right, 3” Hat Pins, 3/
package, $10, left to right,“Tuffet Flowers” coordinates
with “Pretty Pretty Pleats” shown in last week’s
eNewsletter edition ~ “Gerberas for You,” coordinates
with the “Daisy Daisy” design above ~ “Wall Flowers,”
coordinates with “Walled Garden Etui” shown above
right ~ “Icicle Blue,” coordinates with “Snow Queen’s
Slipper” also shown in last week’s eNewsletter edition.
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More samplers from Threads Through Time

Left to right, “Ann Nelson Sampler” ($16) “The Graue Mill Sampler” ($16), a favorite of mine for years, motifs only, no alphabets; “The
Mary Rayner Sampler 1850: ($18), no relationship to Ann. another favorite with its fabulous roses and red birds!

Row 3, left to right, “The Quaker
Sampler” ($12) “The AH 1808
Sampler” ($10) and another
favorite, “The Rachel Hyde
Sampler 1775” ($18)

Right, “The Adam & Eve Sampler” ($16).
We are so fortunate that these sampler
charts, formerly kits, thought by many to
be off the market, are still available to all
of us sampler lovers, who can’t get
enough, it seems. Choose your favorite,
your preferred linen count and, if you
wish, we’d be pleased to convert them for
you to your favorite silk. Some of us are
rather opinionated that samplers should
be stitched in silk . . . but you decide.

“Winter Hearts” the first of
4 in this series from
Just*Nan ($23 each), this
one includes the beautiful
Snowflake Pin. Sign up for
the series and we will include
a cut of the 28c Cashel
Opalescent linen and a
strand of 5 Belle Soie for
your first Humbug..

New series from Just*Nan
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Just in from Rosewood Manor

“A Tree By Itself ” ($17), inspired by designer Karen Kluba’s love of trees, Quaker motifs, and the Pueblo verse that heads the design; “Antique Tin Tiles” ($13) was
inspired by a tin ceiling in a Scottsdale, AZ antique shop; “Lighthouse Island” ($22), inspired by Martha’s Vineyard, features Kelmscott’s little fish threadwinders. ($7)

In this row to the right, no more tangled floss with these
new Thread Savers (4 for $6) ~ and “As Ye Sow” ($17),
originally released in 2000, is a revised edition that
features a very special verse: “All the flowers of
tomorrow are in the seeds of today” ~ many people
will think of their garden, but the designer thinks of
planting seeds of knowledge, curiosity, love, faith,
hope, and charity in her children and grandchildren
that will grow into flowers of generosity, patience, and
tolerance. Yes, our children are flowers of tomorrow.

Beginning in March, “Libertyville,” a four-part
threadpack series from Shakespeare’s Peddler
and Crescent Colours ~ the threadpacks use
Belle Soie and each is $18. Sign up now!

We had a wonderful weekend in Sedona, one of the
most beautiful places on earth ~ acted like kids and
stayed up way too late each night playing Mexican
Train Dominoes, but what great memories!
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